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Able to withstand current overload for a short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to
harmless temporary surges, such as when starting a motor. These fuses can withstand the high
inrush current caused by a motor starting. Designed to handle high inrush currents and the
initial current cycle unique to transformers, these fuses provide comparable performance with a
smaller footprint than standard size fuses. Also known as dual-element fuses, these time-delay
fuses withstand current overload for a short time so they won't open when exposed to harmless
temporary surges, such as when starting a motor. Also known as dual-element fuses, these
fuses withstand current overload for a short time so they won't open when exposed to harmless
temporary surges, such as when starting a motor. These time-delay fuses are suitable for
high-current power applications. These fuses are suitable for low-voltage automotive and other
electronic applications. Suitable for battery and alternator circuit protection, these fuses can
handle higher current than standard automotive fuses. Able to withstand current overload for a
short time, these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges. These fuses
have a longer time delay than standard time-delay fuses. Use them in motor applications where
the motor is cycled on and off frequently. Able to withstand current overload for a short time,
these fuses will not open when exposed to harmless temporary surges, such as during
equipment start- up. Prevent accidental contact with electrical circuitsâ€” these fuses have an
enclosed design with recessed plug-in blades. Maintain a supply of fast-acting and time-delay
fuses. Includes a variety of blade-style automotive fuses and fast-acting glass-tube fuses.
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Non- Edison. There are various types of fuses : a slow-blow fuse, a fast-blow fuse, and a
two-blade mini fuse. Otherwise, you will eventually damage electronic equipment by installing
an improper fuse. Therefore, it is always recommended that you install the same type of fuse
originally used for a particular electronic circuit to prevent problems. Follow this guide to better
understand the differences and common usages that exist between a slow-blow fuse and a
fast-blow fuse. A slow-blow fuse is defined as a fuse that can tolerate high levels of voltage for
a short period without shorting itself. On the contrary, a fast- or quick blow fuse is a fuse that
bursts instantly when high power voltage is passed through it. This fuse is the common fuse we
find in much everyday electronic equipment. A slow-blow fuse is normally used in the motor
industry because when you start an engine, at that moment, a high current of electricity is
passed through the electronic circuit. Hence, the fuses could be blown. By using a slow-blow
fuse, you bypass this problem because, as mentioned before, the slow blow fuses withstands
that sudden high current flowing from the circuit, enabling the motor to start. Therefore, a
slow-blow fuse is ideal in such circumstances. By contrast, a fast-blow fuse is used in home
appliances. Home appliances are sensitive to changes in the flow of electricity. Therefore, you
need a prompt reaction to counter this problem, and this is where a fast-blow fuse comes in
handy. The fast-blow fuse permits the home appliance to survive by instantly shorting itself
instead of the electronic circuit. These two kinds of fuses have different characteristics that suit
your various electronic circumstances. As mentioned previously, making sure to use the same
type of fuse when replacing a faulty fuse is critical to remember. Another important thing to
remember is that if you are unable to differentiate between the two fuses, you need to ask for
professional help. Otherwise, you will damage the electronic equipment, and, even more
importantly, you could get electrocuted and suffer serious injury. We welcome your comments
and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to
this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Dustin Camilleri. To ensure our content is always
up-to-date with current information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are
routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. Charles Ouellet.
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properly functioning fuse is a potential danger. Any fault, overload or incorrect use can risk
electric shocks, fires or damage to the appliance itself. Electrical fuses are designed to cut the
juice whenever the current gets too high for any reason and are an important backup to the
circuit breakers in your home's load center. What do you need to know before buying these vital
safety components? Find out with help from the friendly experts at Ace Hardware. The amp
rating of a fuse tells you how much current it will allow to flow through it before blowing and
cutting the supply. The higher the rating, the more it will take to blow the fuse. It's important to
match the amp rating to the appliance correctly. If the fuse amperage is too high, it won't offer
full protection, potentially letting dangerous amounts of current flow. However, if it's too low,
it'll often blow inconveniently under normal conditions. For these reasons, always replace fuses
with the original amp rating recommended by the device manufacturer. To cover every domestic
or commercial situation, we stock fuses rated from 0. To help you select the right type of
electrical fuse, some models come with a tamper-proof design. These fuses can only fit into a
socket with the correct amp rating, making it impossible to use a wrong fuse. The voltage rating
of a fuse is an important backup safety feature. Even after a fuse blows on a high voltage
circuit, it's possible that electrical arcing could complete the circuit again with dangerous
results. It's therefore essential to choose a fuse with a voltage rating higher than the circuit it's
used on to prevent this from happening. For most homes, the correct rating would be either V or
V, but for more demanding situations we also carry fuses rated up to V. Fuses are available as
either fast-acting fuses or time-delay types. In most circumstances, a fast-acting fuse is the type
you need, as it will blow quickly before any trouble is caused. This offers the best protection for
delicate electronics and minimizes shock risk. However, in some situations, a dual-element fuse
or time-delay fuse is the better choice. For example, some heavy power tools or large
appliances use a lot of power when they're first turned on. Although start capacitors keep these
surges as low as possible, a time-delay fuse can handle a brief surge without blowing but will
still cut the supply if the current stays too high for too long. For most domestic or light
commercial appliances, glass-cased fuses are used and fit directly into the appliance's plug.
However, for more powerful devices such as HVAC systems or for higher-rated commercial
systems, cartridge fuses fitted to the device itself are tougher and can cope with higher amp
and voltage loads. Choosing carefully between the different kinds of fuses is essential to get the
right balance of safety and convenience. If you need any advice when shopping for a start
capacitor, dual-element fuse or any other electrical hardware, please contact us online or call
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